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We are proud to present Cornwall Fire and
Rescue Service’s first Community Risk
Management Plan (CRMP).
Our CRMP forms the basis of a contract between
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service and all the
communities and people we serve. The plan sets
out what we will be doing over the next four years to
work towards our own vision of “Working together
to make Cornwall safer” and Cornwall Council’s
business plan outcomes.
Key to the delivery of our plan is reform, being more
flexible and agile in our approach to delivering our
services and having better digital infrastructure and
technology to help us be more efficient and effective.
Over the next four years our focus on recruitment
and leadership will be changing as we ensure we
fully understand and value diversity and improve our
culture.
Reform and change are key to our plan for the
next four years, but what I never want to change
is the passion, pride and professionalism which is
demonstrated by One and All within our service who
are there for you 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
365 days a year.

Our Fire Authority is incredibly proud of
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service. Our CRMP
aims to deliver on risk reduction activities
over the next four years to help make the most
vulnerable members of our community safer.
Continuing to understand the dynamic nature of
our risk profile with five million annual visitors to
Cornwall and the impact of the covid-19 pandemic
on Cornwall’s economy and society will be key to
responding to and managing risk.
With Cornwall’s housing growth ambitions and
the climate change emergency, our fire and rescue
service is an integral part of our Council and will
work to support the delivery of vibrant, safe and
supportive communities.
Martyn Alvey
Cornwall Council Portfolio Holder
for Environment and Climate Change

Whilst looking forward, in 2023 Cornwall Fire will be
75 years old! We will be planning some special events
to celebrate our proud history serving our Duchy and
as always ensuring our communities are right at the
heart of all we do.
Kathryn Billing
Chief Fire Officer
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Our vision Working together to
make Cornwall safer

Raglavar

Our values
Gothus on ni dhe bresentya kynsa Towl Dyghtya
Argol Kemenethek an Gonis Tan ha Sawyans
(TDAK).
Agan TDAK yw an sel a gevambos yntra Gonis Tan
ha Sawyans Kernow hag oll an kemenethow ha tus
a wren ni aga servya. An towl a dhispleg an pyth a
wren dres an peder bledhen a dheu rag oberi war-tu
ha’gan gwelesigeth agan honan a “Oberi war-barth
dhe wul Kernow moy salow” ha sewyansow towl
negys Konsel Kernow.
Dasfurvya yw an alhwedh dhe gowlwul agan towl,
dre vos moy hebleth ha skav y’gan maner a dhelivra
agan servisyow ha dre gavos isframweyth vesyel ha
teknologieth well may hyllyn bos moy effeythadow
hag effeythus. Dres an peder bledhen a dheu agan
fog war arveth ha hembronk a wra chanjya dell
wren ni surhe ni dhe gonvedhes yn tien ha gul vri a
dhiversita ha gwellhe agan gonisogeth.
Dasfurvya ha chanjya yw an alhwedh dh’agan
towl dres an peder bledhen a dheu, mes an pyth
na vynnav nevra y janjya yw an desir, gooth ha
galwansuster hag yw diskwedhys gans Onan hag Oll
y’gan gonis, neb usi ena ragowgh 24 our pub dydh,
seyth dydh pub seythen, 365 dydh pub bledhen.
Ha ni ow mires yn-rag, yn 2023 y fydh Tan Kernow 75
bloodh y oos! Yth yw war agan towl dyghtya nebes
hwarvosow arbennik rag solempnya agan istori
gothus a servya agan Duketh ha, kepar hag yn pub
eur oll, ow surhe bos agan kemenethow orth kolon
boran a bub a wren.

Agan Awtorita Tan yw gothus dres eghen a
Wonis Tan ha Sawyans Kernow. Amkan agan
TDAK yw dhe gowlwul gwriansow rag lehe
argol dres an peder bledhen a dheu may fo
moy salow eseli an moyha goliadow a’gan
kemeneth.
Gans pymp milvil a vysytyoryon dhe Gernow pub
bledhen, pesya konvedhes gnas dhynamek agan
profil argol, hag effeyth an pandemek Kovid-19
war erbysiedh ha kemeneth Kernow a vydh an
alhwedh dhe sevel orth ha dyghtya argol.
Gans ughelhwansow Kernow rag kressya myns y
anedhow ha goredhom chanj an hin, agan gonis
tan ha sawyans yw rann essensek a’gan Konsel
hag a vynn oberi rag skoodhya an livreson a
gemenethow bewek, saw ha skodhus.
Martyn Alvey
Synsyas Portfolio Konsel Kernow
rag Kerghynnedh ha Chanj an Hin

Kathryn Billing
Penndangasores
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We have a strong professional culture and a set of core
values that we believe in, that are important to us, and
that we work to. We use them every day to influence
how we work to achieve our priorities and guide our
professional behaviours all of which are managed through
our performance management framework.
We value:
Service to our community by:
• Working with all groups to reduce risk
• Treating everyone fairly and with respect
• Being answerable to those we serve
• Striving for excellence in all we do
We aim to make Cornwall the safest place in
which to live, work and visit

Our people by practicing
and promoting:
• Fairness and respect
• Recognition of merit
• Honesty, integrity and mutual trust
• Personal development
• Co-operative and inclusive working
The people that work for our service
are our greatest assets

Diversity in the service and the
community by:

Improvement at all
levels of the service by:

• Treating everyone fairly and with respect
• Providing varying solutions for different
needs and expectations
• Promoting equal opportunities in
employment and progression within
the service
• Challenging prejudice and discrimination
We must make sure we meet the needs
of our increasingly multicultural and
diverse community

• Accepting responsibility for our
performance
• Being open-minded
• Considering criticism thoughtfully
• Learning from our experience
• Consulting others
Making sure that Cornwall is the safest place to
live, work and visit means responding to new
challenges and adapting the way we work

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service | Community Risk Management Plan 2022-2026
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About us

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service is a service of Cornwall
Council. The core focus of this document is fire and rescue
activity as outlined under the Fire and Rescue Services Act
2004. However, we deliver our services in collaboration
with other areas of the council and with other emergency
services to ensure we deliver the best possible service for
the communities of Cornwall.
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service are responsible
for a wide range of activities that help make
Cornwall safer. We provide a response to
999 emergency calls, as well as undertaking
prevention and protection work to help prevent
fires in the home or businesses and advise people
how to stay safe on the roads. We deliver targeted
prevention activities to the people identified as
most at risk of being injured or dying in a fire at
home, at work or at a place they visit, or in a road
traffic collision.
We provide support and advice to organisations
and business owners ensuring premises, such
as hospitals, care homes, hotels and other
businesses have effective fire safety management
to protect people and property. Our preferred
option is to help businesses help themselves but
where fire safety management is not improved or
there are significant safety concerns, we have a
duty to enforce fire safety law.

Wholetime
firefighters

On-call
firefighters

Wholetime firefighters work shifts on a
full-time contract and during their hours of
work are available to provide an immediate
response to emergencies. They undertake
all the required training as part of their
wholetime hours. Wholetime staff undertake
and deliver a wide range of protection,
prevention and community engagement
events during the day and evening.

On-call firefighters are trained personnel
who have a job outside of the fire service,
but are available to respond to an incident.
They are alerted to an incident by a pager, and
attend the station using their own method of
transport, ready to ‘turn out’ in response to an
incident. They are required to attend a training
session known as ‘drill night’ once a week for
two hours. The number of hours they may be
available for depends on the terms of their
contract and they are paid for drill nights and
for attending incidents.

Our response function is delivered through
31 community fire stations; two of these have
operational crews working out of them 24-hours
a day; five stations operate 7am-7pm (on-call staff
at night), one station operates Tuesday to Friday
8am – 6.30pm (on-call at night) and 23 stations
are crewed solely by our on-call personnel.
This means that 29 of our 31 stations are oncall overnight. During periods of the year when
the population and potential risk increases in
Newquay, we implement our Newquay 24 crewing
model and staff Newquay Community Fire Station
24 hours a day.
Our operational fire crews maintain skills across
a diverse range of fire and rescue activities. Our
multi-skilled firefighters and officers undertake
training and learning based on identified local,
national risks and community priorities.

We carry out site specific risk visits to businesses
to gather information about the building’s use,
contents and structure to ensure our firefighters
have up-to-date risk information in the event of
a fire in those premises. We prioritise these on
the basis of the premises that pose the greatest
potential risk to people.

© Jordan Riley
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Our budget

Our resources

The map below shows the location and crewing arrangements for
our community fire stations.

Bude

Key
Service Headquarters

Delabole

• Wholetime Day Staffed Station

Launceston

Wholetime Shift Station

Padstow

• On-call Station
Emergency Services
Command Station

St Columb
Newquay

Wadebridge
Bodmin
Liskeard

St Dennis

Perranporth

St Austell
St Ives
Hayle
St Just
Penzance

Helston

Lostwithiel

Fowey

Saltash

Looe

Torpoint

Polruan
Mevagissey

Truro

Tolvaddon

Callington

Cornwall Fire and Rescue has been set a budget of
£19.651 million for 2022-23. Our budget is used to deliver
our services and is broken down into £13m operational
delivery and £6.6m support services. The budget is set
by Cornwall Council and agreed at the annual Council
meeting in February.

St. Mawes
Falmouth
St. Keverne

Mullion

£13m Operational Delivery
Protection and
collaboration
Critical control
and prevention

Operational Delivery

We have the following full time equivalent numbers of staff*

£6.65m Support Services

181

Wholetime firefighters

391

On-call firefighters (including
tri-service safety officers)

17

Critical control staff

66

Support staff

Policy and QA

Admin

Central costs
Engineering and workshops

Business support

Training and workforce
improvement

Assets

Systems maintenance
*These Figures include both full and part time posts and are expressed as the number of equivalent full time roles in our budgeted
establishment figures

There is also a one-off capital budget to replace aging vehicles with more up-to-date ones aligned to
modern-day risks and maximising new technologies. For 2022-23 the programme will be spending
around £2.95m on these improvements.

8
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Community Risk
Management Planning

Our risks

We undertake an assessment of our risks every
year and these are outlined in our Community Risk
Profile. We use our understanding of risk to drive
the evidence-led decision making which underpins
our Community Risk Management Plan (CRMP).
We consult with the public and key stakeholders to
shape our plans and how we deliver our services. Our
CRMP reflects the requirements set out in the Fire
and Rescue National Framework for England 2018.
These are centred around prevention, protection
and response activities, collaboration with other fire
and rescue services and our blue light colleagues.
The CRMP is supported by a framework of strategies
which set out the detailed activities we will
undertake to mitigate the identified risks.

Based on our in-house methodology, which looks at the historic incidents we have attended, our highest
risk incidents are those which could result in death or serious injury and are listed below along with the
common factors about who is most at risk from these incidents.

Community risk planning is the process of identifying and
assessing foreseeable fire and rescue related risks and using
this knowledge to decide how the service will mitigate these.
Community risk management planning is designed to give
fire and rescue services the flexibility to use resources in the
most effective and efficient way to save lives, improve public
safety and reduce emergency incidents.

Performance is monitored throughout the year and
we evaluate our activities to identify improvements.
Each year we publish an Annual Statement of
Assurance which outlines how well we have
performed at the end of each year of the plan.
Risk management planning is a continuous cycle and
the steps we take are shown in the diagram.

Identify and
analyse risks
Evaluation and
improvement

Prioritise risks
and develop
objectives

Highest risk incidents

Health, safety and wellbeing

Performance
monitoring

Equality, diversity
and inclusion
Safeguarding

Develop/review
Strategies

Consultation

Develop/review
CRMP

Road Traffic
Collisions
resulting in
death or serious
injury

Resource
intensive1
domestic and
non-domestic
fires

Trapped in a
vehicle or at
home
and requiring
medical
attention2

Dwelling fires
involving death
and serious
injury

Serious
medical
incidents such
as cardiac
arrest

Suicide
These
involve
assisting
police or
ambulance

Highest risk people
Our people are at the heart of what we do. The
health, safety and wellbeing of our staff, equality,
diversity and inclusion and safeguarding, are at the
centre of everything we do and are integral to our
approach to developing and delivering our CRMP.

National Improvements
Nationally the fire sector is undergoing significant transformation led by the National
Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC). As guidance is developed and national standards aligned to
improvement are published, we need time to review, consider and embed improvements in line
with our risk profile and resources.
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Our Community Risk Profile provides details of our
community, our risks and the national and local context in
which our service operates. To assess risk, we consider the
possible hazards or hazardous events our communities
face, such as death or serious injury. We then analyse the
likelihood and consequence of each hazard and give these
categories a risk score, which tells us the type of incidents
that pose the greatest risk. We also look at who is most
likely to be at risk, such as the young, or elderly, as well as
the places which might be more at risk.

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service | Community Risk Management Plan 2022-2026

Young, male car
drivers
Motorcyclists
Pedal cyclists

Elderly people
aged 70 and
over (domestic
fires)
Owners and
employees of
agricultural and
food & drink
businesses (nondomestic fires)

Elderly people
aged 60+
Males aged 40
- 49

People living
alone &/or
had a fire
before &/or
lacking safety
knowledge
Aged 40-49
Males, aged
70+
Smokers

Age or medical Males aged
related risk
20-59
of respiratory
and cardiac
arrest or loss of
consciousness

1 These cause a strain our fire service personnel and can tie up significant resources for long periods of time. They can bring
additional risks from firefighter injury, community disruption and/or environmental damage
2 These are us assisting other agencies, such as police and ambulance to help access a person with life threatening injuries or
medical conditions
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service | Community Risk Management Plan 2022-2026
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The following guidance sets out how Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service will allocate resources to
risk according to the risk grading for each incident theme. This is a guide which managers use when
determining the level of resources that are appropriate for each risk theme.

Theme risk grading
High

Moderate

Standard

Aggregated HARM risk profile at station ground level

Service resources
High priority requires service wide attention, partnership working,
targeted prevention and/or protection activities including initiatives
and community engagement activities to tackle the issue effectively.
Targeted prevention and protection work undertaken across the service
to mitigate the likelihood and severity of these incidents by focussing on
the most vulnerable areas and communities.
Moderate priority which will be addressed through initiatives and local
campaigns. Prevention and protection work will be targeted towards
those most at risk to prevent deaths and serious injuries in the most
serious of these incidents.
Standard priority which will be addressed through media campaigns and
shared partner safety messages.

To further inform our 20220-2026 CRMP we commissioned a company to undertake an independent risk
review on our behalf. The aim of the review was to support our understanding of the location of fire and
rescue related risks and to help us consider how best to allocate resources to the right places to migrate
those risks. Their HARM model incorporated our incident themes and looked at four additional categories
of people, places, spaces and tourism. These have been combined with the information to create five ‘risk
families’, which have been weighted according to their importance across all the information categories,
as outlined below:

Risk family

Description

Weighting

Incidents Incidents split by theme

50%

People

Demographic factors accounting for population makeup

15%

Places

Specific buildings and sites that carry specific risks

10%

Spaces

Factors associated with land which may change the risk profile

15%

Tourism

Accounting for additional risk posed by tourists and in particular
the sleep risk associated with unfamiliar surroundings

10%

Total

100%

At a station ground level, the highest proportion
of risk sits within the Tolvaddon station ground
at 10% followed by St Austell with 8%, Truro with
7.9%, Penzance with 7%, Falmouth with 6.7%,
Newquay 5.6% and Helston 5.1%.

The top seven station grounds collectively account
for over half of the overall risk in Cornwall. Of the
remaining 24 stations, each holds less than 5% of the
overall risk. This suggests that a sizeable proportion
of the risk is centred around specific areas.

This information can give us a picture of the overall potential fire and rescue risks across Cornwall, as
shown in the maps on the following pages.
We look at ‘overall risk’ but also need to understand the breakdown of risks in much more detail and
consider these at a local level to ensure our skilled personnel, our vehicles, equipment and activities are
placed in the right areas to best manage and mitigate the risks. The detailed breakdown can be found in
our Community Risk Profile and we have included a map of our overall risk at each ‘station ground’ and
maps showing the different risk families and a brief summary to help explain each of the maps.

12
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HARM (incidents) shown at station ground level

HARM (people) shown at station ground level

When we look at our incidents, we can see a high
proportion of these take place in the western and
mid areas. Tolvaddon station ground sees the
highest proportion of incident risk followed by
Truro and Penzance.

Much of the people risk is centred around a few
station grounds, with the top five station grounds
(Tolvaddon, St Austell, Penzance, Falmouth, and
Truro) accounting for almost half (47.9%) of the
overall people risk.

Helston appears as the fourth highest station
ground with 7.1% of the overall incident risk.
Historically Helston has been the busiest station in
dealing with co-responder3 incidents and much
of the risk score stems from this.

None of the on-call stations have more than 4% of
the people risk, with Launceston the highest
at 3.5%. Eight of the on-call stations have less
than 1% of the overall people risk within their
station ground.

3 co-responding involves on-call firefighters responding to fire and medical calls to assist the local community and
ambulance service in ensuring prompt medical treatment is given to people living in isolated areas.

14
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HARM (places) shown at station ground level

HARM (spaces) shown at station ground level

Tolvaddon has the highest places risk (10.1%)
due to the greatest number of high-risk premises
and housing tenure score. Penzance (7.6%) and
Launceston (4.9%) see considerable places risk,
much of this stemming from many heritage sites
within the station grounds.

St Austell has the highest risk around spaces,
scoring 10.3%, followed by Callington (9.6%) and
Falmouth (9.2%). Each of these station grounds has
at least two buildings within the critical national
infrastructure metric, accounting for either COMAH4
sites or large factories and warehouses.

The number of fire safety audits (FSA) being
completed have reduced. Nationally FSA are
reducing but the number of known premises
has increased, however, this effect is more
pronounced in Cornwall. The service audits 1.75%
of known premises which is substantially lower
than the national average of 2.6%. Fire safety
audit take longer to complete in Cornwall than the
national average.

Newquay, Tolvaddon, St Austell and Truro see
the highest number of planned future housing
developments, together accounting for over a third
of houses planned between now and 2029-30.

4 COMAH stands for the Control of Major Accident Hazards and is a safety regulation that helps businesses to take all the
necessary measures to prevent major accidents with hazardous substances.
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HARM (tourism) shown at station ground level

Organisational risks

In addition to the risks within our communities we also
consider the organisational risks that may have an
impact on how we deliver our services. We monitor our
organisational risks and review them on a monthly basis
to ensure we keep on top of any changes and to assess the
effectiveness of the mitigating actions we have identified.
At the time of writing, we have identified the following
organisational risks for 2022-2026.
Resources to deliver current
and emerging local and national
priorities
Health and wellbeing of staff
impacted by covid-19 and
organisational redesign

Newquay has the largest tourism risk with 13.1%
of the overall tourism risk.
The top five station grounds account for 40%
of tourism risk (Newquay, Falmouth, Delabole,
Penzance and St Ives) all of which are on the coast.

18

Capacity to address impact of
national changes

Firefighter safety: the resources
required to undertake sitespecific risk visits
IT infrastructure requires
Reduced availability of on-call
improvements in order to deliver staff due to retirements and the
identified efficiencies and ensure lead in time for recruitment and
our services are supported by
competency training
resilient and effective online
systems and processes

Tourism risk brings its own challenges and issues
for these stations, with increased concentrations of
traffic and people in the areas. Protection activity,
such as FSA will also need to be considered due
to the number of people staying overnight in
unfamiliar surroundings such as hotels, bed and
breakfast and other holiday accommodation.

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service | Community Risk Management Plan 2022-2026
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Supporting Strategies

Our CRMP sets out in broad terms what we want to
achieve over the period 2022-26. It is our contract with
the public and identifies how we plan to mitigate the risks
outlined in the Community Risk Profile.
The CRMP is supported by five strategies that set out in detail the prevention, protection and response
activities as well as how we will manage our assets and our workforce. These strategies support the
CRMP and help to link our activities to the identified community and organisational risks.

The following pages provide an overview of how we plan to mitigate the risks and tackle some of the
challenges identified in the Community Risk Profile. To view the strategies in full please visit https://
www.cornwall.gov.uk/crmp

Prevention
In Cornwall, evidence suggests the highest risk factors for being killed in a fire in the home are being
aged 70 and over. Over the last ten years over two
thirds of those who have sadly lost their lives in a
dwelling fire have been male. The most common
ignition source has been related to smoking and
heaters or fires.
Risk analysis indicates that most of the ‘people risk’
is centred around the five main stations and towns,
so it is likely that the wholetime and day crewed
stations have the highest concentrations of high-risk
people. By taking a person-centred approach based
on a number of risk factors (including location) we
will offer appropriate interventions to reduce risk.

Community Risk
Profile
Understanding risk
in Cornwall

We work closely with our partners to identify
vulnerable groups to ensure they have access to the
relevant safety messages. There are a number of
factors which are known to make people more at risk
of dying or being seriously injured in a fire at home,
these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Risk
Management Plan
(CRMP)
Our contract with
the public

Elderly and/or frail people
Smokers
Disability or long-term health issues
Mental health issues
Alcohol or drug dependency
Restricted Mobility
Deprivation

Road traffic collisions where people are trapped in
a small vehicle is consistently the most common
serious injury ‘special service call’ we attend,
by a large margin. Decreasing the number of
road traffic collisions through education and
engagement will help reduce the risk of people
being seriously injured.
Through our prevention work we will aim to
achieve the following risk objectives:

Prevention
Strategy

20

Protection
Strategy

Response
Strategy
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Assets
Strategy

Workforce
Strategy

 Reducing the impact on risk groups from fire
and other incidents
 Reduction in fire deaths and injuries
 Reducing incidents where people are killed or
seriously injured

 Mitigating the social, economic and
environmental impact of fires and other
incidents through the services we deliver
We will aim to:
• Protect vulnerable communities by reducing
risk and improving safety through education,
awareness and engagement with the aim of
reducing the number of incidents attended by
operational colleagues.
• Embed prevention and safeguarding standards in
line with the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC).
• Ensure a consistent and robust definition of high
risk and a process to prioritise these which ensures
that the needs of the most vulnerable members of
our community are met.
We will:
• Focus on the individuals and places that are likely
to be at highest risk from fire and rescue related
incidents.
• Adopt a person-centred approach to reducing risk
through intervention, schemes and programmes.
• Carry out home fire safety checks for the people
most at risk from a fire in their home.
• Work as part of the Vision Zero South West
partnership to develop and deliver road safety
education and awareness targeting the high-risk
groups.
• Explore opportunities for collaborative working
and partnership development to maximise safety
messages and campaigns.
• Ensure that following a significant dwelling fire
or other significant fire in residential premises,
immediate prevention activities are carried out.
How we will measure success
We have identified the following performance
indicators which will help us understand whether
we are achieving against our risk objectives:
Key Performance Indicator
Number of accidental dwelling
fires
Number of home fire safety
checks (HFSC) undertaken
Percentage of HFSC
undertaken with high-risk
groups

2022-23 Target
Under 245
3,500
95%

Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service | Community Risk Management Plan 2022-2026
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Protection
We provide fire safety advice to business owners
to encourage safer practices for fire protection
and ensure that owners and occupiers of these
premises comply with their statutory duties for
fire safety. When they do not comply, we will
inform, educate and enforce legislation that
regulates fire safety in non-domestic buildings. We
conduct inspection audits through our risk-based
inspection programme, focussing on the higher
risk properties, premises where a fire has occurred
or where we have received a complaint or concern.
Our local incident data shows that industrial,
agricultural and retail premises are the most
frequent non-domestic building fires that we
attend. Some of the incidents that have required
the most resources (firefighters, vehicles,
equipment etc.) have been in agricultural and food
and drink premises. We aim to ensure specialist
training for non-fire safety officers and operational
crews in order to reduce these types of incidents.
False alarms have continued to rise and now make
up 46% of all the incidents we attend. Where the
cause of these false alarms is identified as alarm
system faults, or through poor building or system
maintenance we will implement a policy and
process of cost recovery and work with business
owners to reduce these. This approach has been
supported through the public consultation we
undertook in preparing for this 2022-2026 CRMP.

Consultation: You said…
63.7% said we should consider charging
for false alarms at commercial premises.
More than half want charges to be applied
to all types of business premises (53%).
Half thought charging should only apply to
‘repeat offenders’.

Our 2021 inspection by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
(HMI) highlighted improvements to how we deliver
our protection activities. Our local risk review has
highlighted that the number of fire safety audits
being completed have reduced but the number
of known premises has increased. This is in line
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with the national picture, however the effect is
more pronounced in Cornwall. Our independent
risk review shows that we audit 1.75% of known
premises which is substantially lower than the
national average of 2.6%. Fire safety audits take
longer to complete in Cornwall than the national
average. This is in part due to our geography and
travel times.
Changes in legislation arising from the Grenfell
Tower inquiry, as well as improvements required
nationally across the fire sector, will continue
to impact how we deliver our protection work
throughout the lifetime of this plan.
Through our protection work we will aim to
achieve the following risk objectives:
 Reducing the impact on risk groups from fire
and other incidents
 Reduction in fire deaths and injuries
 Reducing incidents where people are killed or
seriously injured
 Mitigating the social, economic and
environmental impact of fires and other
incidents through the services we deliver
We will
• Revise our risk-based inspection programme to
include a wider range of premises to better reflect
local communities and national drivers.
• Embed the national fire standard for protection.
• Embed any emerging fire safety learning arising
from incidents of special interest, with particular
focus on the tragic events from the Grenfell Tower
fire.
• Work with businesses to challenge and reduce
unwanted fire alarm signals.
• Work with partners to investigate, report on and
learn from the cause and behaviour of fires.
How we will measure success
We have identified the following performance
indicators which will help us understand whether
we are achieving against our risk objectives:
Key Performance Indicator

2022-23 Target

Number of non-domestic fires

Under 130

Number of false alarms caused
by automatic fire detection

Under 480

Number of fire safety audits

To be
developed
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Response
Our geography and rural road network can make
responding to incidents more challenging than in other
parts of the country. Our risk review shows that the type
of risk differs across the station ground areas. Some
areas show a higher people risk because of population
density, the predominant property type, as well as the
age and frailty of the residents and levels of deprivation.
Others have a higher risk associated with specific
buildings and locations, which we categorise as the
‘place’ risk. ‘Spaces’ risk considers the type of buildings
in an area, such as large factories and warehouses,
COMAH4 or critical national infrastructure sites. We also
take into account the impact of tourism and look at the
number of incidents that have occurred over the last
few years.
We need to effectively respond to incidents and ensure
we are able to provide the most effective and efficient
response to the types of incidents shown to adversely
affect our communities in different areas.
Over the next four years we will continue to monitor any
changes in the type and numbers of incidents we are
called to, including how factors such as climate change
are impacting Cornwall. We will continue to use riskbased evidence to review and, if necessary, realign our
resources to enable us to continue the provision of an
efficient and effective response to our community.
Through our response work we will aim to
achieve the following risk objectives:
 Reducing the impact on risk groups from fire
and other incidents
 Reduction in fire deaths and injuries
 Reducing incidents where people are killed or
seriously injured
 Achieving optimum attendance times to
mitigate the escalation and severity of incidents
 Mitigating the social, economic and
environmental impact of fires and other
incidents through the services we deliver

Consultation: You said…
71.1% said we should crew our

appliances with an optimum crew of five or
more, with a minimum crew of four.

We will:
• Maximise availability and aim to maintain optimum
crewing levels.
• Review local response standards to achieve realistic
attendance times.
• Use our crews more effectively to undertake
prevention and protection activities to reduce risk.
• Undertake site specific risk visits to ensure up-todate information is gathered and shared to support
firefighter safety.
• Collaborate with partners to help reduce risk and
incidents.
• Implement national operational guidance and fire
standards.
• Implement learning from national incidents and
local, regional and national exercises.
• Continue to carry out our duties to support local
and national resilience.
• Use our resources flexibly to deal with critical and
major emergencies.
• Improve the efficiency of Critical Control.
How we will measure success
We have identified the following performance
indicators which will help us understand whether
we are achieving against our risk objectives:
Key Performance Indicator
Percentage of calls handled within 2
minutes for all incidents
Percentage of wholetime turnouts
completed within the 90 second target
Percentage of on-call turnouts
completed within 6.5 minutes
Percentage of incidents reached within
11 minutes for wholetime and 16
minutes for on-call
Appliance availability with a competent crew
Percentage of failure to mobilise (first away)
Percentage of completion of site specific
risk inspections aligned to risk category
Percentage of breathing apparatus
training compliance
Percentage of incident command
training compliance
Percentage of fitness testing compliance
Percentage of medical examination
compliance

2022-23
Target
80%
80%
80%
70%

85%
Under 1%
To be
developed
95%
95%
95%
95%
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Assets
We will need to ensure our assets meet current
and future operational needs and are aligned to
our risk reduction activities. Our assets include
fleet and equipment, IT and property.
Our capital replacement programme outlines
a long-term approach to the maintenance and
replacement of our vehicles, specialist equipment
and IT systems to ensure they continue to reflect
the needs of the service. The programme is in year
seven of fifteen and will therefore extend beyond
the life of this CRMP. There are key aspects of the
programme which will be delivered over the four
years of this plan.
We review our organisational and community
risks on an ongoing basis to ensure our assets
are aligned to risk and that we can respond
adequately to unplanned changes to re-prioritise
assets, supporting how and where we allocate and
use resources.
We have an ongoing programme of software
updates to ensure robust cyber security and
maintenance of systems, and to maintain
functionality and capability in line with digital
improvements and the ongoing emergence of
cyber threats.
We will consider how to maximise the use of our
property estate to deliver more integrated services
for the residents in Cornwall. This will maintain our
local community presence and deliver value for
money. Being innovative and seizing opportunities
to work with trusted partners to share spaces will
help improve the services we provide. Through this
we will seek opportunities to make improvements
to our existing assets so that they remain fit for
purpose and provide effective and safe workspaces
for our staff.
As an emergency service we are part of a national
programme to align how all emergency services
communicate and create a single solution
which will enable police, fire and ambulance to
work together more effectively. The emergency
services network (ESN) programme is driven
by Government and we will need to reprioritise
resources according to the requirements for
programme implementation.
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Through our assets work we will aim to achieve
the following risk objectives:

Through our people work we will aim to
achieve the following risk objectives:

 Mitigating the social, economic and
environmental impact of fires and other
incidents through the services we deliver

 Increasing the diversity of our workforce
to improve the accessibility of our services
through our understanding of community
vulnerability and social inequality.

We will:
• Collaborate across the fire sector and other partner
agencies, and follow best practice guidelines
for procurement to meet current and future
operational needs, user requirements and the
needs of our communities.
• Ensure our readiness for a successful exit of our PFI
contract and the transition to new property service
arrangements.
• Maintain our blue light property integration
programme, so we continue to explore and
deliver on the benefits of bringing fire, police and
ambulance services together at a local level.
• Deliver the most appropriate personal protective
equipment (PPE), fleet, equipment and IT in line
with the capital replacement programme and
aligned to risk.
• Utilise technology to improve efficiency and
effectiveness, to support firefighter and public
safety and reduce the impact on the environment.
• Continue to implement the ESN programme in line
with national requirements and timelines.

Workforce

Through our equality, diversity and inclusion
work we will aim to achieve the following
equality objectives:
 We will develop our workforce to improve their
knowledge of diversity and inclusion.
 Improve the understanding, reporting and
monitoring of sickness, stress, bullying and
harassment to include equality monitoring and
how to prevent it.
 Improve the number of applications we receive
for careers and promotions within our service
from under-represented groups specifically
from women, people who identify as lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and/or transgender (and the wider
spectrum of sexual orientations and gender
identities) and those who identify as being from
an ethnic minority background or group.
 We will better understand our workforce diversity
by increasing and improving the standard and
collection of workforce equality data.
 Staff will provide visible leadership to ensure
our people, our partners and our communities
see the personal commitment to inclusion.

We will aim to:
• Fully embed the national Core Code of Ethics to
support the improvement of our culture.
• Increase the diversity of our workforce.
We will:
• Ensure our people are trained and competent.
• Improve the recruitment, development and
progression of our people.
• Use apprenticeships and explore the
implementation of a direct entry scheme.
• Implement nationally driven guidance and
standards to deliver improvements across our
workforce.
• Continue to maintain our health, safety and
wellbeing standards in line with the ISO45001
accreditation.
How we will measure success
We have identified the following performance
indicators which will help us understand whether
we are achieving against our risk objectives:
Key Performance Indicator

2022-23 Target

Injury to service personnel
(RIDDOR reportable)

Under 6

Recruitment - diversity and
inclusivity (internal and
external)

To be
developed

 We will better understand our communities by
sharing information about new, existing and
changing needs, risks and vulnerabilities.

We will continue to support the ongoing training
and development of our people to ensure our
workforce is professional, resilient, skilled,
flexible and diverse. We will ensure our culture
and working environment is safe, healthy and
inclusive, where people feel valued for their
contribution and role model our values.
Our 2021 HMI inspection highlighted the need
for us to make improvements in our approach
to workforce planning. It is important that we
plan for when staff leave or retire to identify
future skill requirements. We will focus our future
recruitment on attracting more diverse people to
support the development of our culture. We want
all our people to be responsible for their actions,
development, behaviour and attitude to ensure
everyone in the service can be themselves, feel
empowered and have a voice.
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Delivery

Our strategies outline the details of how we will deliver our
CRMP 2022-2026, including the specific projects which will be
developed and delivered in each year of the plan, aligned to
the risks and available resources. We will adopt the required
governance procedures to ensure decision making and
progress is documented at key stages and escalated through
to the relevant board and management structures.
We will review risks annually and update our
strategies according to any changes in the risk
profile, including any new and emerging risks.
We will update our community risk profile and
develop tools and products which support the
service’s understanding of risk. This will enable us
to regularly review available resources, including
staff, budget and developments in IT infrastructure,
which may change the way in which we prioritise
and deliver our activities. We will review our
resources regularly through management
discussion and risk monitoring, to ensure we
align our resources to the highest community and
organisational risks. As and when necessary we will
redirect our resources to ensure we are focussed on
the most important and urgent activities.
We need to be aware of, and understand, emerging
and new national guidance and policy to ensure
we are managing and maintaining core functions
in the safest and most effective way. We have a
small team that supports the service to embed
and implement national guidance and learning.
We plan and manage operational exercises and
audits to ensure our operational preparedness
and to review our operational effectiveness.
This is outlined in more detail in the relevant
strategies and is aligned to risk and the identified
areas of ongoing learning and improvement.
This work will include undertaking multi-agency
exercises aligned to local, regional or national
risks and ensures we have business continuity
arrangements and resilience plans in place.
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Our support staff provide admin and business
support services to ensure effective delivery of
the statutory duties of prevention, protection and
response and administering the procurement
process. They also support the delivery of
communications, awareness campaigns and
safety initiatives to help deliver prevention and
protection education aligned to risk. We will need
to improve how these are evaluated to ensure
the intended outcomes are achieved in the most
effective and efficient way possible and in line
with emerging NFCC guidance.
We measure our activities through a series of
performance indicators which help us monitor
and understand our progress in meeting our risk
objectives. We have a set of key performance
indicators which are monitored and reported
through our organisational management
structures and the elected members of the Fire
Authority and nominated scrutiny committee.
These are supported by additional measures
which provide more detailed information to
managers and are outlined in the performance
framework. We submit performance and activity
data regularly to the Home Office and NFCC so
that we can benchmark ourselves against other
fire and rescue services.
We assure our activities through a quality assurance
framework and publish an annual statement
of assurance to demonstrate how we deliver
our activities in accordance with the statutory
requirements of a fire and rescue service.
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Contact us
For advice and guidance please email us on:

fire@cornwall.gov.uk
Or phone us at:

0300 1234 232
Join Cornwall Council and Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service on Facebook
Follow Cornwall Council on Twitter @cornwallcouncil
Follow Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service on Twitter @CornwallFRS

If you would like this information in another format
or language please contact:
Cornwall Council, County Hall,
Treyew Road, Truro, TR1 3AY
e: customerservices@cornwall.gov.uk
t: 0300 1234 100
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